From: mike anderson [mailto:bikeanderson@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2004 2:27 PM
To: lance
Subject: Re: Fw: Thanks!

Yo!

All good here. We're finishing the last few things at the ranch this week. Everything is a go thus far.
Satellite, pool, motos, toys, wireless internet—it all works.
Any requests for groceries? I'm going to the Food Hole on Saturday. Cold beer?
The place looks great. And you have the best view from any pool in Texas. Oh, and the grass and
flowers are greeeeeeeen. Two inches of rain on Sunday.
Also have a few more sections of sweet singletrack—all smiles from everyone whose ridden it. And yes,
it's muuuuuuuccch more tame than previously. A sport-class chick rode it and loved it. She only had to
get off once. The kids loop is nearly done as well. Sheryl needs a mountainbike and you need a new
one! It's time for full suspension. Don't be a Luddite! Get a Fuel 100. Its been a long time since we went
trail riding amigo, too long. Copper Canyon?!
I have a few more bat houses to put up, but i thought that it would be cool to get the kids involved (Luke
at least) in the project. So, when it settles down a bit, Uncle Mike can take everyone on a field trip. My
friends the biologists came out to help me with the bats and showed me a whole bunch of cool stuff that
i had not noticed. Oh, and the Bone Cave...it now has a rather large skull inside of it. They seem to be
convinced that a bobcat, or mtn lion lives nearby. What else could drag a deer in there?
BTW, this job affords me an enormous amount of time to think. It's what I do when I'm out there under
the hot Hill Country sun building trails. Well, I thought alot about the conversation you and i had before
you last left, and have come to the conclusion that we have the two best jobs in the world. Your job is
only slightly more enviable because you get to ride your bike for a living. I guess that this is a big
"Thanks!"-.
'
I'm proud to know you and eternally grateful for everything you've done for me and my family.
Deadrnaris Hole is waiting.
Mike
lance <[ea@p[anetcse.com> wrote:
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Homeboy.
How's it going?
I tried to send this to allison but I think I don't have her correct email address in-my blackberryCan you read this then pass it on to her?
Thanks, bro.
L

Original Message
FROM: "lance"
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2004 10:51:00
To:"Allison B. Anderson"
Subject: Thanks!
Thanks for the note! I'm glad it's over and we're coming home!!
We do need a favor actually. I'm worried that the clothes we have for the kids will not fit Both
for hike and the girls. Would it be possible for you to hit the old navy and the gap kids and go a
little crazy?? We're going to the beach in florida next week so we'll need beach stuff as well. But
we'll also need regular clothes as well.
Could you also pick up all the other essentials? Diapers, sunscreen, swimmers, arm floaties,
goggles, hats, sandles, shoes,etc, etc...
Might be best to call becca and get their exact sizes?
Also, as we are officially crazy, we're getting a dog. The day we get back. We want to crate train
him so can miguel pick up a good crate? medium sized...
Thanks, AA!!
L

Sent via BlackBerry - a service from AT&T Wireless.
Sent via BlackBerry - a service from AT&T Wireless.
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail is new and improved - Check it put!
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